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Liberty and freedom /
In quotations spray painted on the wall

W

elcome to the fourth installment of
The Peg Leg Update. The past few
months have been great fun, and I can say with
conviction that this is our best issue yet. Read
some of the pieces concerning the wars, and
you’ll probably agree.
First, I would like to say thank you.
Thanks for taking the time to read this magazine, even if it’s only an article or two. If you
visit the blog or have spread the word about
our publication – thanks for that as well. Our
primary shots of rocket fuel are almost empty,
but you’ve helped lift us pretty darn high so far.
Secondly, I would like to make a request
to anyone reading these words. If you fancy
this magazine, tell someone about it. Mention
it to your aunt who owns a business. (We need
more steady ad revenue to continue publishing
on a decent schedule.) Or maybe say, “Hey,
writer friend of mine. You should submit
something to the Peg Leg.” (More writers
always help.) If you like to draw, take pictures
or write yourself, shoot us an email. (We’re all
ears…and teeth. We need to eat!)
I would like to receive even more
submissions. I would love to have the problem
of rejecting weaker stories in favor of strong
pieces, though that would never be an enjoyable task.
About the issue contained in the subsequent pages: read it all. Some of the writing is
stellar, some of it’s not. But as is the case with
each issue of The PLU, every author wants to
share part of his or her brain with you.

While editing each of the articles,
I picked up on a sense of dissatisfaction,
something that I would guess even Mr. Jagger
would say our world has plenty of these days.
While not quite jaded, the authors want to
improve something about their environments,
even if it’s just going to bed a little more
comfortably than the night before. I hope you
listen to them.
We’ve got literary scares, bootleg pie,
Anthony in England and some creative stuff.
Brittney tells of her time in India, a bunch
of guys talk about our engagements overseas
(please invest some attention), Ross loves beer
and I’m not exactly sure what Mr. Lavidson
wants you to think. It’s a diverse issue.
The words in the header on this page
come from a song on Rancid’s latest album
Let the Dominoes Fall, which in my opinion is
the band’s best work since ...And Out Come the
Wolves.
To me, the lines speak to the attitudes
carried around like gold chains by many people
in this land.
In a time when liberal means clampdown
and conservative translates to empire, it’s tough
to even open our eyes to our sometimes ugly
surroundings. But we must remain thankful
and optimistic and try to follow logical, compassionate paths into the future, on whatever
bricks pave those roads.
And keep cheering on the Vikings.
- Mitch LeClair
Editor

We have published The Peg Leg Update about once a month
in the town of Brookings, S.D. since the beginning of fall 2009.
Thanks for taking a look.
Editor: Mitch LeClair - leclairmitch@gmail.com
Advertising: Stuart Ensz - stuensz.plu@gmail.com
Nychole Swanson - nlswanson@jacks.sdstate.edu
Scribes: Kate Wegehaupt, ps>flux, Anthony Castillo, Catey Watkins, Brittney Johnson,
Benjamin Helder, Michael Gaddy, Ross Bell, Duke Lavidson
Cover art: Benjamin Helder / Mitch LeClair
All illustrations: Siri Boyd
Layout: Brandon Henderson
For more information: visit our blog, e-mail us or send morse code
off the back of an airpline like Harrison Ford did that one time.
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Briggs Library Scare
by Kate Wegehaupt

S

DSU has its very own Deep Throat. But
he’s got laryngitis.
A mass email discussing alleged plans to
convert the main floor of the Briggs Library
to office space was sent October 21 to select
faculty and students. Authored by “Hilton
Briggs,” the former university president for
whom the library is named (and who, incidentally, is no longer living), the alert came from
the attention-grabbing address of “savebriggslibrary.” Who wouldn’t be interested in major
library reconstruction? Even the die-hard
partiers need somewhere to cram. Or to nap,
considering the comfort of those blue couches.
The informant, hence-forth referred to
as HB, presented meticulous information
about SDSU Provost Laurie Nichols’ supposed
plans to, according to the email, “[B]uild and
locate offices with absolutely no connection to
the library... eliminat[ing] all or most of the
general study space and work area on the main
level of the library.” The email cited a meeting
with President Chicoine and Provost Nichols
for the same day, encouraging attendance. So
yours truly attended.
And was, politely, kicked out.
The meeting, I later learned from Library
Dean David Gleim, was one in a regular cycle
of President-Provost-Dean-Staff meetings
held around campus. Surprised at the unexpected attendance, Gleim asked students and
non-library staff to exit, feeling the meeting
was for staff only. Party-crashers mentioned
Briggs’ email before departing, more than a
little curious of the claims’ truth. Gleim then
refuted plans to alter the library’s main floor.
At a later interview, Gleim expressed a
desire to “preserve the main level as a library,
not office complex.” He cited many other
examples of library renovation, including
the remodeling of downstairs study rooms,
compiling interlibrary loan offices, and a center
for faculty teaching and learning. But at this
point, plans for main-floor offices are a no-go.
Gleim did mention a system of retractable
shelving he hopes to acquire for the library,
which would free up “valuable floor space.”
This is probably the same compact shelving
HB fearfully alludes to in his email.

Along with his shelving knowledge, HB
made many other claims that have some basis
in truth. In the email, he claimed that Provost
Nichols had plans drawn up by SDSU Facilities and Services, detailing the office suites. An
interview with Nichols put a slightly different
spin on the facts.
Nichols had presented various ideas to
Gleim, one of which was creating eight to
ten offices where departments with mission
statements similar to the library’s could be
housed (similar to the Honors College, which
has its home base in Briggs). She indeed had
a floor-plan drafted to demonstrate a “feel
for square footage.” The floor-plan remains
unreleased, but Nichols said the offices might
have been placed on the main floor, simply as
an example.
When Nichols presented this idea to
Gleim, she said she emphasized that the idea
was to be “mulled over” by library faculty. No
timeline or final decision had been made.
“They could come back and give a hundred
reasons why it won’t work and I’d listen,” said
Nichols.
Gleim agreed, saying the Provost came to
him with the office suite idea, but told him to
“come back with other ideas.”
Okay, so maybe the office suite plan was
taken out of context. Provost Nichols may
not be going behind backs, radically changing
the make-up of Briggs Library. And the
email may have created a “to the barricades,
everyone!” (that’s a direct quote from Gleim)
tone a little prematurely. However, I don’t
think HB was completely out of line.
Since the Hanson Hall fiasco, where
students were not consulted about their
backyard’s transformation into a parking lot,
students have been a little on-edge. Efforts

have been made to rectify the situation, giving
Hanson Hall residents options for their
remaining green space, but the damage has
been done. No wonder there was a (relatively)
large turnout of students at the Oct. 21 meeting. If we weren’t consulted about a popular
student area, it might be assumed that the, uh,
less exciting (for those non pre-med students,
anyway) library space would be completely out
of our hands.
It may not be a scandal of Watergate
proportions, but “Hilton-gate” deserves
attention, reminding us of the importance of
student input and support. I understand that
the office-library idea was just that -- an idea.
But ideas, in general, morph into plans, then
actions. In efforts to accomplish results, the
general public’s sentiments can be ignored.
Decisions can’t always please everyone, but that
doesn’t mean the public should be neglected
(just ask Marie Antoinette. Maybe she should
have asked the people if they wanted to eat
cake).
That still left me with one question,
though. Exactly who was HB? A student? A
faculty member? William Mark Felt? Call
it a case of laryngitis, but he wasn’t talking. I
emailed him, asking for input, trying to figure
him out. Nothing. No response. But right
as I was about to send my editor this article, I
noticed a new message from none other than
Mr. HB himself. Suffice it to say that he was
pleased with student and faculty vigilance. Yet,
his first, automatic email reply summed up his
opinion on library changes, sans student input:
“Sent on behalf of Hilton Briggs. Not a
manned account, as he is currently rolling over
in his grave.”
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Local Suds 4: “Blackmarket Pie”
by ps>flux

I

f I had a regular readership, I would apologize to them
for this issue’s Local Suds installment, as well as last
issue’s. Although I think I blacked last issue’s out, I do
know that I couldn’t get off the subjects of liquor and
pie, so I apologize for not staying focused on what
I’m supposed to be focusing on in this column.
However, with it being November, these forty
degree temps are triggering physiological cravings
in me similar to a grizzly’s compulsion to hibernate,
although mine are more inclined towards consumption rather than repose as a means of suspending
consciousness: I’m hooked on pie lately. All this
goes to say: I promise to go out and explore
a small town dive next issue, but I have to
indulge myself. This article’s about pie.
Apple pie is (usually) a homemade
beverage containing watered down everclear and apple pie seasoning. Properly
made, the drink tastes like sweet apple
cider and cinnamon, somehow completely
smoothing over the burn of everclear. It
is delicious served hot with a cinnamon
stick. To get good apple pie, one can’t just
go to the liquor store, however. Sure, they’ve
got it there, but you need to find a guy who
has lots of practice making it. He’ll give
you some good stuff.
I regularly get my AP through two
guys: Apple Pie Dude and Hillbilly. Apple
Pie Dude markets his product by showing
up at every keg party in town (seriously,
he knows everybody) with a handle of his
homemade brew and passing out liberal
samples; one then must track him down if
you want to purchase your own halfgallon. I’ve bought a few of my
own; Apple Pie Dude has
a lot of practice making the
stuff, but, in my opinion, his is
a little too sweet.
Hillbilly’s apple pie is available to a slightly smaller consumer
population than Apple Pie Dude’s, but I
bet you could get it if you wanted to. He offers
his apple pie by the pint jar, a more desirable container,
in my opinion, than the handle. If you know a sophomore at
SDSU who has John Lennon hair and a thick Minnesota accent and
regularly shows up to history class falling over drunk – that’s not
Hillbilly, but that kid knows him. Also check with one of the board
members at the Touchdown Jesus church. Or just email me. This
stuff ’s worth the hunt.
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While Apple Pie Dude’s beverage
is very sweet and cinnamony (say that last
word out loud, it’s fun), I prefer the meatiness
of Hillbilly’s. His treat tastes like he uses less
sugar and more alcohol, but allows the whole
concoction to brew for a while longer, allowing
the apple pie flavor to permeate the beverage
more fully. I’ve gotten good and jolly off
Apple Pie Dude’s handle more than once,
but nothing competes with Hillbilly’s high.
It’s the kind of drunk one doesn’t mind
experiencing in the morning; just one pint
of his stuff gives objects and people in
the world an energetic, joyful sparkle
that almost reminds me of long-gone
experimentation with fungi munchin’
– well, not that good, I guess, but then
again, alcohol is the most primitive and
inefficient buzz known to mankind…I
digress, as well as undermine my own
column. Moving on.
I hope you have the pleasure of obtaining some illicit apple pie. The
people you will meet and the
fun you will have in the process
are as much part of the buzz
as the drink. Better yet, find
what flavors and how strong
you like, and begin making
your own. It’s a great hobby.
While you pass a chilly
autumn night sipping the
Johnny Apple Seed Mead,
reminiscing on the pleasure you
had throwing corncobs at trick-ortreaters, I still suggest,
as per my last article,
that you make yourself
a pumpkin pie. If you’ve
never made one before, call
your Mom or Google a recipe for
pumpkin pie filling (better yet, get a
cookbook). Just a few tips on pie crust
will be useful: make sure to sift your flour, and
get a good pastry blender to cut in the shortening finely
enough. A fork will not work very well; the extra effort combining
the shortening and flour properly is imperative if you want to make a
solid, but flaky, white pie crust.
I hope you all are enjoying this season as much as I am, but stay
warm out there. Some pie might help.

A State of Surveillance
by Anthony Castillo

[ ed: Mr. Castillo writes from Manchester over in
the UK. He is spending a semester abroad this fall,
and he has been gracious enough to write for The
Peg Leg Update during his time across the pond.
Find more of his excellent work on our blog at
thepeglegupdate.wordpress.com ]

T

he metropolitan areas of the United
Kingdom have a vast quantity of parallels
with metro areas in the United States. These
similarities range from a Starbucks on almost
every corner to the visible desperation of law
enforcement fighting the good fight against
crime. However, the UK is leading the pack
when it comes to the presiding authority
sticking its nose in everyone’s business (few
questions asked).
Closed-Circuit Television, or CCTV, is
a surveillance system in which street cameras
run, and record, 24 hours a day / 7 days a week.
This is obviously not the most state-of-the-art
form of public espionage; still, it is certainly a
convenient substitute for a lack of manpower.
CCTV was originally created in the mid 1900s
to assist German engineers in the testing
of war rockets. Now, I know what you’re
thinking…and no, the Germans are probably
not spying on you. That privilege is reserved
for our friendly neighborhood Feds. But, what
happens when the long arm of the law is busy
in other parts of town? A mechanical substitution sounds like a good idea.
Allegedly New York was the first state
in the U.S. to accept this necessary form of
observation. However, The UK takes the cake
when it comes to knowing how to live under a
watchful eye. In the UK, it is said, that there is
one CCTV camera for every 14 persons! Overkill anyone? Bare with me here…I don’t care
who you are or where you come from, that’s
incredible. There are around 60 million people
in the UK and around 4.2 million CCTV
cameras. If that doesn’t scream “deeper issue at
hand,” I don’t know what does.
It could be a matter of mere overpopulation of urban areas which begets these issues.
When you have millions of people in large
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ADVERTISEMENT
cities, like London and Manchester for
example, there’s bound to be larger-than-life
issues. Though, particular issues garner more
attention when public safety is at stake. Hence,
an increase in surveillance SHOULD lead to
a decrease in crime, right? As most policing
institutions, CCTV doesn’t necessarily yield
the most justifiable results. The LiberalDemocrat party of the UK received figures
on the effectiveness of these cameras around
several London boroughs. The results are in…
drum roll please:
“A comparison of the number of cameras in each
London borough with the proportion of crimes
solved there found that police are no more likely to
catch offenders in areas with hundreds of cameras
than in those with hardly any.”
With some of these boroughs not even
reaching their crime-stopping quota, it’s easy
to see why doubt has been placed on the
worthiness of these cameras.
Dee Doocey, policing spokeswoman of
the Lib-Dems said, “We have estimated that
CCTV cameras have cost the taxpayer in the
region of £200million in the last 10 years, but
it’s not entirely clear if some of that money
would not have been better spent on police
officers.”
One could only speculate the extent to
which more police officers would have better
served these British communities. When
criminal justice charities make comments like,
“…the money spent on cameras would be
better used on street lighting, which has been
shown to cut crime by up to 20 percent,” as
Nacro did in 2002, it’s hard not to be critical.
I bet you’re asking yourself what all of
this has to do with our small Midwestern
town, huh? Well, it could be just some random
quotes and stats from a place you’ve never been
and have only seen in cinemas. Or, it could be
a precursor to what our police feel they must
resort to for “our own good.” Who knows,
maybe it will happen. Maybe our society will
become a crime-free utopia where we can’t set
foot outside without someone watching.
On the other hand, if the issue ever does
make it to a vote, I wonder if it will get shot
down? We must not step aside when issues,
even resembling this one, come into the public
sector. As human beings we should not be
afraid of being critical. Nor should we be afraid
of asking who’s watching the watchers?
Power to the people.
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Child’s Play
by Catey Watkins

11 Reasons to Grow a Mustache
for “No-shave November”
by Catey Watkins

Report me missing to the classifieds,
Upon this day you’ll mourn I died.
Oh morning papers,
On steps of mourning neighbors.
Perhaps it was long time coming,
I crept away while you were humming.
Under the gnome in tall grass I lay hiding,
Holding my breath pressed against the siding.
Oh fun and games,
Throwing sticks and calling names.
No one can find me here,
I’m as motionless as a headlight-illuminated deer.
I’ll pretend you’ll lament my death,
But you laugh as you hear me gasp for breath.

1. President Chicoine has one. (And it’s socially unacceptable for women
to have one; hooray for sexism and the adult version of the “boys only” tree
house club!)
2. It’s proven that mustaches are feared: Colombian drug lords, Wild
West icons and pirates all are proud members of the mustache club.
3.

A mustache can be deemed a separate entity.

4. Follow-up: as a separate entity a ‘stache can be blamed for anything
distasteful (or awesome, depending on who you ask) that one might do.

“No fair! You cheated!”

5. You can, in fact, style your facial do. It’s also a great way to look like
you don’t care about your appearance while secretly doing so as women
have no idea the manliness involved in mustache-growing and the
manscaping involved in the process.

-You know I hate to be defeated...

6.

“It’s all fair, cuz you lied!”

7. A ‘stache is the ultimate middle finger to conformism and is the
universal symbol of bad ass-ness. (in case you missed the memo: ‘stache is
the cool way to refer to your manly facial accessory or “better half ” if you
will)

-Only a little, because I wanted you to think I’d died.
We’ll hit and kick and tumble down the hill,
It’s a battle of honor darling; a battle of will.
Oh the blows we’ll each land,
The bloody knuckles on each hand.
Dust will startle and cloud the skies,
Bruises will darken both our eyes.
Why is it all the best games never end in fair play?
You’ll spit out the grit,
“you got something to say?!”

Burt Reynolds.

8. You can save snacks for later…num num. (or create a breeding
ground for germs, small animals and parasites)
9.

It may in fact tickle her…fancy?

10. Who doesn’t want to look like a 1970s porn star?
11. It can protect your lips from wind chap or rain…it’s like a mouth
umbrella.

No, we never do. No sorrys; no tears; no sighs.
We’re best known for hellos, although everyday’s a goodbye.
We look our best with hands in pocket, squinting at the sun,
Turning now to leave: no, fighting’s never fun.
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Auroville

by Brittney Johnson

R

ecently, I returned from seven months in
India. The majority of those were spent
in Auroville, in Tamil Nadu, an international
community and ecovillage founded by a
woman referred to as the Mother. This place
was a dream of hers, which was intended for
people to live in harmony and contribute
to a higher consciousness. The Mother
and Sri Aurobindo’s pictures are in almost
every establishment near the town and are
often mentioned in discussions, so a short
background story may help.
Mirra Alfassa, a.k.a. the Mother, grew up
in France, and from a very early age developed
an interest in the occult. Eventually, she was
able to travel outside her physical being into
the spiritual plane. It was on one of these
occasions that she met a man she describes as
being a very influential teacher. Years later, she
instantly recognized this man after meeting
him in person. It was Sri Aurobindo, who
was at that time already an established Indian
sage. She decided to join him on his spiritual
journey and they remained very close for the
rest of their lives.
After being founded more than 40 years
ago, the dry, barren land the first pioneers
found is a distant memory, and is beginning
to resemble the dry tropical evergreen forest
that the land may have appeared before the
deforestation of the British to supply their
shipbuilding business.
Every morning I would wake to an
orchestra of birdsong and a breakfast of exotic
fruit. And diversity not only existed with wildlife, but also people. The 2000 Aurovillians
emigrated from over 40 different countries and
brought with them their culture, cuisine and
dreams. It is a few of these people and their
passions that I would like to share, as information on Auroville and its founders can easily be
obtained elsewhere.
Solitude is the name of one of the
farms. Volunteers can stay in bamboo huts in
exchange for a few hours of work each day,
harvesting a wide variety of crops, including
millets, papaya, rosella and ladyfingers. The
man in charge, Krishna, is very charismatic but
not always around the farm, as he is also busy
in the recording studio with his band.

What intrigued me the most about this
farm was his philosophy behind his farming,
which evolved from the Japanese farmer
Masanobu Fukuoka and his “one-straw revolution” method. By adopting this philosophy,
one works along with nature by implementing
a few rules: no cultivation, no weeding, no pesticides and no fertilizers. Through this method
one has to listen to nature, and this experiential
learning does take years of devotion.
However, the diversity and beauty that
arises is not only fulfilling on a physical level,
but also to the soul. In addition, it reduces
the amount of labor needed, and the soil only
increases in its fertility. Fukuoka’s farm is one
of the most successful in Japan, and Solitude

not only serves lunch to visitors daily, but is
also a substantial provider for Auroville.
A yearning for a strong sense of community and a place most similar to what the first
years of settlement may have been like would
lead one to Sadhana Forest. Aviram and his
wife came from Tel Aviv, Israel, in an attempt
to lead a more fulfilling life. Sitting on 300
acres, they have built all their own structures
using sustainable resources and began planting
indigenous species of trees to form embankments that contribute to runoff control. They
choose not to send their children to school but
rather to give them a free progressive education, allowing them to pursue their interests.
No form of competition is allowed.

photos by Brittney Johnson
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All meals are vegan, and an intense
permaculture course they recently held allows
them to produce most of the food they need
to provide for the hundreds of volunteers that
come through. They have composting toilets,
use ash to wash dishes, harness solar power,
utilize wood-burning efficient stoves, own a
spirulina pool, and can even access wireless
internet. Water usage is limited to 50 liters per
person, per day, and by these standards, they
are the only place in Auroville that has been
able to raise the water table. Every week turns
into a social event as they offer tours along
with dinner and a movie.
Within a community called Evergreen
live a few families within a cashew grove
and food forest. Dave and Natasha are from
England, and offer workshops on deep ecology.
Accommodations are also available, and the
boathouse offers a unique stay as it gently
sways in the wind.
On one occasion, I was able to interview
Dave, with respect to an educational display I
was working on. He gave valuable information on action research, a method used by
researchers to experience the hardships people
face firsthand in order to recognize the best
possibilities to relieve their struggles. He also
told me in order to teach people, you must
show them they are empowered and capable

of making a positive change in their life and
surroundings. By withholding judgments and
creating a dialogue, people can often create a
very innovative solution.
One of my favorite people I encountered
is a fellow American, from Hawaii, that had
also lived in Australia doing permaculture
design. Tlaloc was one of the first Aurovillians
and is easily spotted around town since he
rarely wears a shirt. He started the basketball
league, creates documentaries that question the
status quo and more recently sponsors techno
dance parties on the weekends, where you will
see him doing tai chi along with the beats. I
met him at his day job, Water Harvest, a place
dedicated to restoring traditional water tanks.
The ancient Tamils were ingenious in
their skills to harvest rainwater, and rarely
faced a drought. They knew the shape of the
land so well that as one tank would fill it would
overflow into another very efficiently, and the
aquifers were able to recharge.
Another interesting advantage for Auroville has been to supply the area with clean
drinking water, called dynamized water. Based
on the experiments of Dr. Omoto, water has
intelligence. He took samples from streams of
“living water” and compared them to tap water
and found that the crystalline structure from

the streams had a very complex, symmetrical
shape while tap water was amorphous and
referred to as “dead water.”
Not only is the movement of water
important, but he also found our words and
thoughts had an effect on water. There was
even a more positive response from water when
told, “let’s do it” rather than the command, “do
it”. It certainly makes me look at holy water in
a different light. The water processing center,
Aquadyn, purifies the water by reverse osmosis,
sends it through vortexes, and people sing
mantras in order to achieve a highly complex
crystalline structure to improve the health of
humans, plants and animals.
I believe that life offers lessons when one
is ready to learn. The message of ancient wisdom and indigenous knowledge has become a
reoccurring theme in my life. While it was in
India where I learned how to recognize these
teachings as being a path for me to explore,
I feel like it is tangible for all of us to take
what life serves us as something we need to
learn from, overcome, and that we can acquire
strength from these situations. My experience
in Auroville expanded my consciousness to
that of recognizing the universal life energy
that vibrates throughout the universe, and it is
much easier to ride the wave.
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Colby Buzzell: The Peg Leg Interview
by ps>flux

Colby Buzzell began gaining attention as a
controversial, boots-on-the-ground blogger during
the Iraq War. After his return, he wrote a book
and multiple articles for Esquire magazine. He
recently visited SDSU to talk about his highlyacclaimed book, My War: Killing Time in Iraq.
Colby was gracious enough to sit down for an
interview about reasons for enlisting, the writing
process and going on the road. The following is a
small portion of our conversation.
PLU: Tell me about creating your book.
BUZZELL: I wrote the book while I was
in Iraq at the end of my deployment, started
“O.K., I’ve never written a book before, I don’t
know anything about it, so just start from the
beginning, write about what led you into the
recruiting office.” The first sentence is, “Kids
from the suburbs don’t join the military, at least
where I’m from,” ‘cause I grew up in an upper,
mostly predominately white, middle-class,
suburban, cookie-cutter California suburb,
where the military wasn’t really an option. You
know people just didn’t really do that, some
people did, but mostly people either lived at
home and worked odd jobs after high school,
or they went to college.
PLU: Towards the beginning of your book
you mention your Dad’s idea of the “boomerang generation” always coming back to live at
home; a real flavor of apathy shines through.
BUZZELL: Y’know, I didn’t go to college. I
was working at any job I could get work, and
I was living at home. Part of the reason was
that I didn’t know what I wanted to do or be,
as well as, moving out’s expensive, y’know?
Like, rent, cost of living, food, like, how in
the hell can you live in California, one of the
most expensive states in the country? With
an apartment, just the bare minimum, working
a 40-hour-a-week job, at like 10-12 dollars
an hour, y’know most of your money goes
to rent, and, y’know, what’s left over. Like a
pack of cigarettes a day, a 40, and Top Ramen.
My parents didn’t charge me rent, and I just
remember I didn’t enjoy living at home. Later
on, I was like, “I’m gonna move out of the
house, I don’t care if I end up on the streets.”
I had an old ’65 Chevy Impala. I just packed
all my stuff in my trunk, drove all the way
down to L.A., ‘cause rent was slightly cheaper
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there. I lived in my first apartment, 250 dollars
a month, with a Mexican family upstairs in
a closet that had been converted to a room,
with roosters in the backyard, and in a thick
Hispanic neighborhood. At that time in L.A.,
I was the most poor, but as I look back, that
was probably one of the best times of my life.
I didn’t have a phone, I would use the pay
phone on the corner to call people. I hate sayin’
this, but I was so poor I would steal canned
food from the super markets and eat that. Just
getting by. I had odd jobs deliverin’ flowers, just
whatever the fuck.
PLU: That background, that attitude – is it
common in a lot of the kids you met in the
military?
BUZZELL: Well I think a lot of people from
the older generation think, “For someone to
join the military, you’ve gotta be patriotic,
y’know, he wants to serve his country”. It’s
this romantic…fuckin’, the Army recruitment
advertisements – some kid who wants to serve
his country, and be all proud, he joins for those
reasons, but a majority were no different than
I was. Join the military, cuz what else are
you gonna do? You gonna flip burgers? The
military’s not that bad for people who didn’t
go to college. I remember my first day of
basic training, the drill sergeant lined us all
up, and he was like, “Raise your hand if you
joined the military to serve your country.” And
out of, like, maybe 60 kids, only a couple of
them raised their hands. And then the next
question was, “How many of you joined up for
the college money?” and almost all the hands
became raised, and the drill sergeant blew a
head gasket. He told everyone to get down,
start pushing. He said, “You guys are the most
pathetic generation ever.”
PLU: Your dad was a Vietnam vet. Has this
been a major shift between recent generations?
BUZZELL: Yeah, but he joined because
he was gonna get drafted. A lot of guys in
Vietnam joined because they were gonna get
drafted. I don’t think a lot of guys were like,
“I’m gonna serve my country.” Maybe in
WWII, then you saw that. After Pearl Harbor,
everybody just enlisted and wanted to serve.
But now, why would you wanna participate

in a war where we’re gonna pull out soon
anyways? And, uh, what are we doin’ there?
What’s the objective? Especially when we live
in a country, where it’s not like the Viet Kong
are invading, or that there’s any signs that
we’re a country involved in a war with another
country. You can go about everyday life here
totally unaware that there’s a conflict goin’ on
in the Middle East.
PLU: A conglomerate of people hold that
attitude towards the service – how did you see
that affecting our overall policy?
BUZZELL: It might be different in the
Marines, or some other branch, but in the
Army, I think most of the guys that are serving
kind of have a job mentality about being there.
Of course there was guys that were like, “Yeah,
we should be here,” guys that were like, “We
shouldn’t be here,” but I think most of the
people kind of had a job mentality about the
whole thing.
PLU: Now that the current administration is
trying to decrease our involvement in Iraq,
but also talking about troops surges needing
to happen in Afghanistan, do you have a
perspective on that?
BUZZELL: Well, what are these troop surges,
30, 40,000 troops? I mean, that sounds like
a surge, but rationally, y’know, I think there
should be a lot more, if we’re gonna be over
there. I mean, look at Desert Storm. We went
out there with astronomical numbers of forces.
That’s why it was over so quickly, ‘cause we
went in, all out. I think right now, in Afghanistan, what, we’ve got 40,000-something
troops, and we’re only gonna send 30 more,
or 40? That’s like 70 or 80. In Iraq we’ve got
120, 130,000 troops? I’m a strong believer
that if we’re gonna go to war, we go all out, by
any means necessary, with as many troops as
humanly possible, get the job done, and quickly
get home as fast as possible. Nowadays we
don’t give a shit about the troops and we just
half-ass things.
PLU: So you hadn’t done any writing before
this book?
BUZZELL: No.

PLU: Did you start with journaling?
BUZZELL: A couple years before the Army,
I was living out in New York with a girl, and
things didn’t work out, so I had to move back
home to the Bay area. So I stopped by my
friend Pete’s. When you break up with a
girl, what do you wanna do? Be around your
friends, and drink. I was really down. We
were sitting at his table, drinking whiskey out
of 7/11 Big Gulp containers I’m like “What
the fuck am I gonna do now?” We’re getting
hammered, and he grabs a piece of paper from
the table and writes something; it’s like a haiku
or something. He hands it to me, I’m reading
it, and he’s like, “It’s that easy.” I’m like, “What
is?” He’s like, “Writing.” So, that’s what I did,
when I went back home I got a journal, and
I just started writing about, like, stupid shit,
like, “Today I’m on the bus, there was this guy
on the bus who did this and this and that, I
got off at this exit, I went to the corner store, I
bought beer, I went home, I drank it, I smoked
cigarettes, I watched the fog come across the
bay, listening to the fog horns. Next morning
I woke up, with all my clothes on…” Y’know,
shit like that. At the time I was doin’ data
entry, and workin’ as a valet, parking cars Friday
and Saturday nights for these rich people,
watching them go inside to eat these meals
that I couldn’t afford, I would just write about
valet parking. I would steal money out of these
cars, the change, and that would be my beer
money at the end of the night, or food money.
Sometimes some of the cars would have weed
in their dashboard, so I’d steal the weed. A
lot of these rich people wouldn’t tip me. The
poor, or the people who’ve worked service
industry jobs, understand tipping. Nine times
out of 10, the rich dude won’t tip you shit.
One guy gave me a coupon for a burger half
off. One day I went home and started reading
my journal, and was like, “This is pathetic”, so
what’d I do? I did something drastic: I joined

the military. Maybe this was gonna be my only
way out of it. Plus, O.K., if I do my time, go
to Iraq, if I live, I live. If I don’t, whatev … I
mean, it’s warped things like this, but for me
things were so bad that joining the military in
a time of war looked like a good idea. I figured
if I went there, and served, I could say I did
something with myself. And, with the G.I.
bill, I could afford to take some photography
classes. Community colleges are dirt cheap, but
not on minimum wage. You can’t live off that
shit. I was like, I’ve joined the military, I’ll get
my G.I. bill, figure out what I wanna do when
I get back.
PLU: What do you see as the specific issues
that Vets coming back from Iraq will have to
deal with? For example, returning Vietnam
vets had a lot of heroin issues, or fallout from
Agent Orange. What will those problems be
for our generation?
BUZZELL: Depleted uranium shit, but I don’t
know much about it. I met this guy outside
my apartment in San Fran, could point him
out a mile away, somebody who’s been in the
military, he’s got the haircut, and he’s got the
duffel bag, this Marine Corp tattoo on his leg.
He’s an Afghanistan veteran, and he was doin’
heroin out there, came back still hooked, and
he was hangin’ out in my neighborhood ‘cause
of all the methadone clinics. When he got
out of the military there was no counselors
to navigate him back into the civilian world.
He lost his job doin’ construction and was
just on the streets of San Francisco slammin’
heroin. There’s lessons that we’ve learned from
Vietnam about guys comin’ back, but there’s
still gonna be guys, we’ve seen nothing so far.
Now and then on the news you’ll hear about
some vet that goes postal and shoots up some
people, and that’s the extreme, but, I remember
a couple guys in my platoon who got arrested
for domestic violence - coming back havin’
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anger issues. They don’t happen immediately,
but over time you start realizing, “Hey things
are different. I’m different.”
PLU: Now that you live this life, of a guy
who’s come back, and your life’s moving
forward – how does it affect the book you’re
working on now?
BUZZELL: Well the big thing is that I’ve got
a drinking problem. I can’t go to sleep unless
I drink. When I was in Iraq, I was sober, so I
was able to write a lot more. I’ve still writin’
while drinking every single night, but I’d
probably get a lot more done if I didn’t drink
as much. I’ve gotta smoke cigarettes and drink
coffee, that’s how I write. I never, I forgot, what
was the question again?
PLU: Let’s see. What are you working on
now?
BUZZELL: Oh, yeah. I’m writing a book
about traveling across the country. It’s not a
book about a veteran who comes home and
hits the road, just writing about America.
PLU: I’m picking up from you a real flavor of
transience, during your youth, then with how
you’ve felt since you’ve got back from Iraq.
You haven’t been sure where to go for quite a
while now. Where does this fit in to your desire to ‘stomp out,’ as Kerouac put it? Where
do you see these concepts overlapping?
BUZZELL: After WWII, a lot of guys came
back, and Harley-Davidson sold a lot of
motorcycles to veterans that were like, “I’m
gonna buy a bike and hit the road”. One of the
reasons I’m on the road: we’re just sittin’ up in
the guard tower for hours and hours and hours,
so I’d write down lists of stuff I wanted to do
when I got back, and one of them was drive
across the country. I’m stayin’ off the freeways,
goin’ to as many small towns as possible. Bein’
a veteran also kind of helps with it. If I wanna
find a cool town, I’ll Google “VFW bar.” All
little towns have one, like Brookings, and you
meet people and they tell you about interesting
things in the town, and where to go, and everyone’s friendly. San Francisco you hardly ever
run into a veteran, but in small towns, you’ll
meet another veteran, you’ll have that common
bond, like, “Oh what branch where you in,
oh, when did you serve?” If I just showed up,
“Yeah, I’m from San Francisco,” and do that
in Nebraska, I might get looked at, but when
I’m like, “I’m from San Francisco, I was in the
military,” then people are like, “Ok. Why the
fuck aren’t you livin’ in San Francisco?”
[ed: The Peg Leg Update thanks Mr. Buzzell for
the opportunity to do this interview.
More information on his work can be found at:
http://cbftw.blogspot.com/ ]
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The Real Reason For More
Troops In Afghanistan
by Michael Gaddy

W

e can all look back at the wonderful
decision that was made to send more
troops to Korea. If we had not, we could
have been bogged down in a quagmire there
that would have required 50-plus years of
American lives, involvement and money. What
a wonderful decision it was to send more
troops to Vietnam. If we had not, we could
have lost over 58,000 soldier’s lives, killed
millions of Vietnamese soldiers and civilians
and been forced to flee the country with our
tails between our legs, deserting our allies to
the horrors of communist retribution. Good
thing our wonderful leaders had the wisdom
and courage to send “more troops.” Now we
are forced with the same dilemma; send more
troops or face military defeat.
The question is: why are we in Afghanistan in the first place? Now that time
has erased the emotions of retaliation for the
events of 9/11 and our country elected a new
leader who campaigned on the principle of
bringing an end to our involvement in these
costly wars, why the call for more troops?
Could it be we are again simply following the
dictates of the power cabal as Major General
Smedley Darlington Butler so eloquently
outlined in his outstanding work, War is a
Racket?
Anyone with a rudimentary knowledge
of our quest for empire over the past six
decades realizes that Obama’s contemplation of whether to send additional troops
to Afghanistan is simply those who control
him providing Obama with the opportunity
to look “presidential.” The decision to send
additional troops was reached prior to the
situational comedy of General McChrystal’s
leaked “confidential report” to the Washington
Post and Obama’s National Security Advisor’s
public admonishment of McChrystal’s failure
to follow the chain of command. All of this is
nothing but a well-rehearsed, though poorly
camouflaged, hoax. Additional troops will be
sent to Afghanistan within a very short period
of time and Obama really has no say in the
matter. The question is: why?
Could it be the U.S.-installed puppet government in Afghanistan has new
suitors who represent a very real threat to the
United States’ control of Afghanistan and her
abundant natural resources? Is the entry of
Russia and Chinese influence into Afghanistan
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the real reason for the need for more troops?
Russia reportedly made its entry back in 2007
with the reopening of its embassy in Kabul.
The Russian Foreign Minister, Sergei Ivanov,
met privately with President Karzai and
offered military assistance through the Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO).
The CSTO is made up of Russia, Belarus,
Armenia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan,
and Uzbekistan. Russia is the driving force in
this organization, as one might understand,
due to the economic and military weakness
of the other members. There were meetings
with CSTO delegation in Kabul and neither
the U.S. nor the UK were invited. Were the
U.S./UK coalition (NATO) allowed to solidify
its position in Afghanistan, it would create
a territorial split between Russia, China and
Iran. Russia will do whatever is necessary to
prevent this growth of power and influence in
the region, I believe.
Moscow is certainly concerned with the
Pentagon’s plan to deploy Special Operations
forces into the Central Asian States to conduct
“foreign internal defense missions.” This translates into increasing military activity, which is
better known as the “spreading of democracy,”
by military force.
NATO, following the Council on Foreign
Relations-introduced agenda, is campaigning
for increased cooperation with Moscow in
the region to “facilitate the fading of Russia’s
lingering imperial ambitions.” These are the
words of Zbigniew Brzezinski, author of the
NATO report. Surely, Putin will see through
this smokescreen.
Russia has also cancelled all of Afghanistan’s Soviet-era debts and is moving to help
Kabul rebuild the Afghan infrastructure. The
increase of trade between Afghanistan and
Russia, which was at the $190 million mark in
2008, is also a move to create a vision of Russia
as an ally to the people of Afghanistan with
the U.S. and NATO appearing as the foreign
invader.
What has prompted the governments
in Moscow and Beijing to converge with the
forces of NATO in Afghanistan? Is it purely a
protectionist strategy or are those governments
there for the same reason we initiated the war
in 2001: an abundance of natural resources?
China has made its moves to secure
as many of the natural resources located in

Afghanistan as it can. Almost one year ago,
in November of 2008, China, acting through
the China Metallurgical Group Corporation
and the Jiangxi Copper Company, secured the
Aynak Copper Mine in Logar Province. This
copper mine is reported to be the largest in the
world and has been basically inoperative since
the Soviet Invasion in 1979. China has agreed
to a 2.9-billion dollar investment in the infrastructure of the area including a power plant
and possible railroad into Pakistan. If I were an
Afghan citizen, whom would I support in my
country: a nation that is actually contributing
to a better life or one that is indiscriminately
bombing my fellow citizens?
Now, when it appears our puppet Karzai
may have been influenced by a better offer
from Russia, China, or both, the Obama
administration, strongly supported by the
neocons, is seeking to perhaps replace Karzai
with a new election, suddenly proclaiming
the election the U.S. just supervised to have
been corrupt. Members of both political/
criminal parties now openly support the war
in Afghanistan as being necessary to our
national defense, with the question being, not,
do we send more troops to Afghanistan to
bleed and die for oil and minerals, but how
many? I’m sure our influence in NATO will
bring about the necessary conclusions in order
to facilitate our attempt to replace our own
political puppet. Karzai has obviously jumped
the traces of U.S. control by participating in
meetings outside of the U.S. political purview
with China, Russia and even in this agreement,
which included Iran and Pakistan. The construction of this pipeline was due to start [this
fall]. Russia and China see this new pipeline as
crucial to their retention of power in the region
and will make the necessary military movements to insure their investments.
Financially crippled due to our continued
wars for empire and the printing of billions
of new dollars to repay political cronies in the
financial world has left us in a precarious position in Afghanistan. We will try to counter the
financial prowess of China, to whom we owe
billions and their military ties to Russia with
the blood and lives of tens of thousands of new
U.S. military forces. When China calls in our
financial markers, and they will if challenged,
what will become of our country? We are about
to escalate a war we cannot win. How long will
it be before Americans care more for the lives
of their children than they do for the state and
refuse to participate in the madness?
[ed: Michael Gaddy, an Army veteran of
Vietnam, Grenada, and Beirut, lives in the Four
Corners area of the American Southwest. This
article was originally published on LewRockwell.com on Oct. 20, 2009: http://www.
lewrockwell.com/gaddy/gaddy70.1.html]

Reflections on Iraq, Thoughts on Nation-Building
by Benjamin D. Helder

W

hile talking to a friend the other day,
I mentioned off the cuff: “All I killed
in Iraq was time.” All things considered, this
is a pretty fair summary of my year in the
aforementioned nation. It wasn’t a particularly
good or bad year; it was merely another life
experience, albeit an unforgettable one. I had
my 20th birthday, left a pile of dishes by the
sink for my roommate and hit the sand.
So I was 20-years-old for 11 of those 12
months; in fact I spent my 21st birthday on a
plane heading back to the sand after my allotted 15-day leave at home. Yes indeed, there
I was, old enough to tote a wicked machine
gun and the requisite 800 rounds, but far too
immature to buy a beer or rent a car.
After settling into Camp Cedar II /
Talil Air Base in a tidy corner of southeastern
Iraq, my crew began what would be our main
responsibility for the next six months: supply
convoy escort. And did we ever escort… to
the tune of about 140 miles, 30 trucks at a
time down to Kuwait in the morning and the
same coming back in the afternoon, four or
five days per week, all the while receiving the
same universal symbol of ill will from the same
kid in the same border village every time. We
also had no shortage of Iraqi men right outside
our camp very eager to sell us alcohol, “freaky
freaky” (your guess is probably correct), as
well as hashish, although all was forbidden by
coalition leadership in order to “respect Islamic
culture.”
During this time, notable exploits
included starting a camel stampede, leaving a
pile of fresh excrement in the middle of the
nation’s only six-lane highway, and judging the
camouflage pattern of the Kuwaiti police to be
“too busy.” Punctuated moments of hysteria
also marked this year; bullets were shot,
MEDEVAC helicopters were called, IEDs
were detonated and many old Soviet mortar
shells were dropped.
Both the old and the new beckoned me
during my stint in the “cradle of civilization.”
Internet use wasn’t far, requiring a mere
half-mile walk, and I think a person could walk
faster than those bits of data were traveling.
Food or laundry was about three-fourths of a
mile, and if I felt up to it, I could trek one mile

to buy a Gatorade. For the old, the famed “Ur
of the Chaldeans,” home of Abraham, father
of the world’s three monotheistic faiths, was
two miles away. I’ll never forget climbing the
steps to the top of the (restored) Ziggurat
of the Moon or jumping across the tops of
half-excavated ancient mud brick homes, all
with my 17-pound machine gun slung over my
shoulder.
For over six years, the goal of the USA
and allied nations in Iraq has been “nation
building,” the definition of which is better
explained elsewhere. I believe that if you went
to Iraq, you could ascertain the same thing I
did: a lack of hope, plain to be seen in the faces
of the citizenry. What more could be expected
from a populace with a history such as that of
Iraq? Only the most spirited of people could
be subjected to 50 years of despotic rule and
create a new nation in six.
Victory can come in Iraq only when Iraqis
exhibit a sense of nationalism, such as believing
in the notion of Iraq the way Americans

believe in America. Which begs the question:
“What would this require?” I believe that for
this to happen, the US and allied nations must
stay in Iraq and provide a stable environment
for the maturation of one generation; let’s say
25 years, which is probably a political impossibility which I cannot fully advocate.
This approach assumes that the U.S.
armed forces can do nothing to change the
defeated mindset of an Iraqi adult and instead
focuses on the next generation and attempts to
instill in those children the mindset of, “I can.”
The bad guys know they can run the show
when the Americans leave. Victory in Iraq
has been achieved when the ordinary folk also
know they can run the show, and they do it,
whenever the Americans leave.
I left Iraq and returned to my apartment
in Brookings, where I found the exact same
pile of dishes eagerly awaiting my return.
Tasteful comments please:
benhelder_83@hotmail.com
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You Probably Won’t Like It
by Ross Bell

Y

ou know, it is really nice to go to the
liquor store here in Brookings to find
probably 12 refrigerators full of beer. Though,
I do wish there were more, but that’s the snob
coming out in me. More on that later.
Beer in the United States has come a long
way since prohibition. We have an awesome
selection of all kinds of beer from all over the
country. This explosion of micro-breweries has
got the big macro-breweries a little scared,
maybe even desperate.
People are drinking micro-brews. That is
the trend now, and the trend will continue. The
two most recent releases by Anheuser-Busch
- Bud Light Golden Wheat, and Bud Select
55 - proves the macro’s desperation. Not to
totally pick on Anheuser-Busch, other macros
are in the same position. The big breweries are
trying to compete against these small breweries
by mimicking them, while spending millions of
dollars on advertising.
Here is the statement put out by
Anheuser Busch: “Featuring a light golden
color, SELECT 55 is made with caramel
malts and a blend of imported and domestic
hopping. Brewed to complement the full-flavor
of Budweiser SELECT, SELECT 55 features
a unique recipe that gives the beer its crisp
finish with aroma notes of toasted malt and
subtle hopping.” If by “crip finish with aroma
notes of toasted malt and sublte hopping” is
code word for, “it tastes like water” they would
be correct.

I don’t even need to try this beer to
know that it probably sucks. If you were that
concerned about your caloric intake for the day,
and knew you would be drinking later, maybe
just don’t eat your 3,500 calories before you
even start drinking. Problem solved.
The other new release, Bud Light Golden
Wheat, is another mega brewer’s answer to
the microbrewery problem. This is a beer that,
although I am a little ashamed to say, I have
tried and it wasn’t all that bad. The problem is,
I doubt many people who are into beer culture
will buy Bud Light Golden Wheat, simply
because it is a Bud product. These people
would probably prefer a real white ale from a
small brewery that somebody spent time on,
not a beer that is mass produced with little
time or thought spent on it.
Second problem, I highly doubt the
average Bud Light drinker would enjoy a Bud
Light Golden Wheat. White ales have a very
strange taste for somebody who likes to drink
water-flavored beer. It tastes similar to celery,
which is awesome, but like I said, not for
somebody who likes water.
I wouldn’t doubt that the 55 calorie beer
will sell like mad just because it tastes like a
Bud Light with less calories. People are into
that kind of thing. I am willing to bet that
Bud Light Golden Wheat will be a huge flop.
I think this because it will be quite difficult
to convince Bud Light drinkers that the beer
actually is not half bad.

So, I’m really sounding like a snob aren’t
I? It’s hard for me to say that a Budweiser
product is half decent. I’m not really that big
of a snob. Seriously! If somebody threw a Bud
Light at me at a party, I would drink it. I just
would never buy the crap. So big deal. The
only thing I might actually refuse to drink is a
beer with the word “ice” in it. YUCK.
Stone brewing company out of San
Diego, Cali., makes a beer called “Arrogant
Bastard Ale.” On every Arrogant Bastard Ale
the brewery prints a quote that sums up my
article. It is as follows:

“Arrogant Bastard Ale: This is an
aggressive beer. You probably won’t like it.
It is quite doubtful that you have the taste
or sophistication to be able to appreciate an
ale of this quality and depth. We would
suggest that you stick to a safer and more
familiar territory --- maybe something with
a multi-million dollar ad campaign aimed at
convincing you it’s made in a little brewery,
or one that implies that their tasteless fizzy
yellow beer will give you more sex appeal.
Perhaps you think multi-million dollar ad
campaigns make a beer taste better.”

Beer snobs are harmless; it’s the wine
snobs you have to worry about. I don’t
really think that having beef with the macrobreweries really constitutes beer snobery. There
is much worse snobby behavior. More on that
next time.
- Rossabell@gmail.com
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Life, the Universe, and Everything Part 2:
The Garden of Eden
by Duke Lavidson

T

he purpose of my last writing was to
draw attention to a great movie: The
Planet of the Apes. Of the two quotes I listed,
the 29th scroll was the most poignant to me.
The 29th scroll of the apes reads: “Beware
the beast Man, for he is the Devil’s pawn.
Alone among God’s primates, he kills for sport
or lust or greed. Yea, he will murder his brother
to possess his brother’s land. Let him not breed
in great numbers, for he will make a desert
of his home and yours. Shun him; drive him
back into his jungle lair, for he is the harbinger
of death.” This had to be the first quote I
referenced. It had to be so because of my
interpretation of the Garden of Eden myth.
In it lies the explanation as to why man is the
Devil’s pawn.
While in the Garden of Eden, a man
named Adam and a woman Eve were with
God. They ate, slept, hunted, copulated and
breathed simply for survival. They had no jobs,
no classes, no savings of money, no work at all;
they simply lived. They could do whatever they
wanted. No one would argue that at that time
they were in Nirvana. AND THEN….
Eve (supposedly) ate from the tree of
knowledge. With that ingenious decision, they
were cast out of the garden, shunned by God,
and forced to roam the Earth in constant battle
with the devil. The hunger left from that first
bite of apple was insatiable, and so they and

their children kept eating. With every bite
came another struggle with the devil, and for
the most part the devil won. They once hunted
for sustenance, but with knowledge came
agriculture.
Agriculture was one of the greatest things
man had ever developed; it was also one of the
devil’s greatest triumphs. Because of farming,
Adam and Eve’s children had time to spare
while waiting for the crops to come to fruition.
With that spare time came more ideas on how
to improve themselves, socially, physically,
and culturally. They invented better weapons
to allow them to not only grow but also to
kill. Thus they were fulfilling their hunting
instincts, the same ones they used back in the
garden. Sooner, rather than later, they filled
their food quota, but they were still bored. So
they went out and hunted some more. Except
now they were doing it for sport, lust or greed,
not for survival.
They soon had hunted and grown past
their surroundings’ limitations, so the children
of Adam and Eve moved on. They then found
another tribe that looked a lot like them,
perhaps with a raised brow and a bit less
intelligence. They convinced one to let them
into his home, shared his table, and then killed
him and his entire family in their sleep. Thus
their brothers land became our own, and now
they could really expand!

These children over time became an
ecological parasitic plague. Christopher Doering of Reuters stated in 2000 that “humanity’s
demand for resources have soured over the
past 40 years to a level where it would take
the planet 1.2 years to regenerate what people
remove in a year.” Adam and Eve’s children are
destroying their food source and upsetting the
balance of everything they touch. Their allconsuming need to find something to do to fill
the spare time created by being smart enough
to find a better way of surviving is ultimately to
be their downfall. Modern warfare, terrorism,
the Stock Exchange, Economics, College, Arts,
Science, Drugs, Gangs, broken homes, Love,
Hate, Greed, and monogamy are all destructive
creations of this ambition.
If these words have struck a chord in you,
if you know that there is something terribly
wrong with our society, then I challenge you
to go out and do something about it. Make
a change for the better. Treat animals with
respect. Treat your friends with respect. Treat
yourself with respect.
So long, and thanks for all the fish!
If you would like to agree, disagree, or question,
please do so. Email me at dietcocacolakid@
hotmail.com.
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ADVERTISEMENT

www.brookingshumane.org
This is BRHS reminding you: help control the pet population! Have your pets spayed or neutered.

Your ad could have been here.
You could have reached the coolest audience in Brookings.
You could have helped publish our magazine.
Maybe next time, right?
Contact us: thepeglegupdate@gmail.com

